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Intelligent Posture Reminders
 Improve your posture, and reduce your risk of 

developing pain and discomfort, with targeted 

reminders that appear precisely when you need 

them - when you’re sitting in a damaging posture

Break Reminders
 Stay healthy and improve your concentration by 

remembering to take regular short breaks

Stretch Exercises
 Use breaks to relieve muscular tension with discreet 

video-guided stretch exercises you can do at your 

desk

How PostureMinder works
PostureMinder works with most low-cost webcams to 

continually check your posture and provide intelligent, 

targeted posture reminders precisely when you need them 

most: when you’re sitting badly.  Once installed on your 

computer, PostureMinder uses automated image 

processing techniques to check your posture and detect 

if you lean or slump. If you consistently sit in a damaging 

posture for an extended period, an on screen reminder will 

appear to encourage you to improve how you’re sitting, long 

before aches and pains alert you to the damage you’re doing

Y o u 

Using a low-cost webcam, PostureMinder provides on-screen 

reminders precisely when you need them most - when you’re sitting in 

a poor posture

Every day, millions of people spend hours in front of a computer at home, work or 

school.  Look around a typical office or school, and you’ll often see that much of 

that time is spent sitting in damaging postures

Hydration Tracking
 Motivate yourself to drink more water and cut down on 

caffeinated drinks by keeping track of  what you drink

Comprehensive Ergonomic Training
 Comprehensive training and self-assessment on all 

aspects of your working environment, furniture and 

habits.  Covers all topics from the UK Regulations, 

and more

Fully Customisable
 PostureMinder’s features are fully customisable to 

reflect your organisation’s health and safety policies, 

and personalisable to suit the specific needs and 

working styles of individual users

Intell igent Posture Reminder software
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People who use computers for work should receive training under health and 

safety regulations.  But can half an hour’s training really be expected to correct 

half a lifetime’s poor posture? 

PostureMinder is award-winning software specifically developed to work all day, 

every day to prevent performance-sapping pain and discomfort, and reduce the 

risk of painful long-term health problems.  Its intelligent posture reminders and 

other features continually encourage better posture and healthier working habits



Easy Installation
PostureMinder is simple to set up.  First 
install a USB webcam in accordance with 
the manufacturer’s instructions, 
followed by the PostureMinder 

software from CD or via a 
network-wide deployment 

“The software installation 
instructions were simple and 
straightforward to follow. In total, 
the system only took a few 
minutes before it was ready to 
use.” - MM, Cheshire

On first use, the start-up wizard 
will help you to customize 
PostureMinder to meet your needs.  
You’ll also be offered comprehensive 

ergonomic training materials

System Requirements
PostureMinder is currently available for PCs meeting the following 
minimum requirements:

* Microsoft Windows 2000 (with Service Pack 4), XP (with Service Pack 2), or Vista

* Intel Pentium 1GHz processor or equivalent (1.5GHz recommended)

* 256Mb RAM (512Mb recommended)

* 140Mb free hard disk space

* A USB webcam

Pricing
PostureMinder is a powerful, cost-effective tool for all organisations 
that employ computer users.  By investing in PostureMinder to 
protect your employees, your organisation will be combating both 
the visible and hidden costs of poor posture and working habits.  You 
will also clearly demonstrate your commitment to employee health 
and wellness, and to meeting your responsibilities under health and 
safety regulations

You can buy PostureMinder online at www.PostureMinder.co.uk.  
Alternatively, contact us for a specific quote for your organisation at 
sales@postureminder.co.uk, or on 0161 2142600
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PostureMinder in Action
PostureMinder acts as a cost-effective preventative tool to 
reduce the risk of developing computer-related health 
problems.  Most people who receive ergonomic training rarely 
give it a second thought; in contrast, PostureMinder users 
report that our software actively reinforces good habits, as well 
as directly reducing the time they spend in damaging postures.   
Your organisation will benefit through reduced absenteeism 
and increased productivity, as well as demonstrating your 
commitment to improved employee health and wellness.

PostureMinder also produces rapid results with existing serious 
pain sufferers.  Liz, a software tester at a successful IT 
company, used to suffer severe back pain at work.  

Although she’d received training, and been provided with an 
expensive ergonomic chair, she still suffered pain whenever 
she forgot about her posture.  "I'd been having back problems 
for years, and had to take time off when it got too bad. I even 
had physio to try to alleviate the pain.”

“Since I started using PostureMinder my back pain has 
definitely improved.  If I work on a computer without 
PostureMinder installed, the pain comes back again.”

Other satisfied customers report:

“I had to agree with the warnings and straighten up in my chair 
every time.”

“Works well and we were all surprised by how effective it was at 
spotting poor posture.”

“The real-time feedback from the system has...reduced fatigue 
and discomfort in a very short period of time.”

What are poor posture and unhealthy 
working habits costing your organisation?
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